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i once MeT a Man who claimed to have a full-
scale map of the United States in his living room. If 
this were indeed true, and I obviously have no way 

knowing if his claim was little more than some bizarre, 
beer-fi lled, bar-room boast, it would certainly have 
made my quest to pin-point Reedsburg, WI a whole lot 
easier. But I found it anyway, in the South-Central area 
of Wisconsin, 50 miles north of state capitol Madison, 
where its 8,000 population enjoy a continental climate 
modifi ed by the proximity of Lakes Michigan and 
Superior. It’s also closer to Silicon Valley than San Diego 
is and so this community is not one that just comes 
together for Youth Hockey Steak Feed and Gun Raffl e 
events, it’s one that also usefully exploits the high-tech 
industries based in its own backyard. It’s also been 
home to Sound Devices since its inception in 1998 
and where it addresses the location sound recording 
market with new combinations of innovative design, 
impressive feature sets and its trademark acute ease 
of operation. 

The catalogue of the full range of Sound Devices’ 
mixers and recorders shows how the models have been 
designed to work cohesively together: the compact 
MixPre — a stereo in/out mini-mixer; the delightful 
302 3-in/2-out MS fi eld mixer for ENG; and the highly-
capable 442 fully-featured 4:4:2 MS production mixer, 
designed to sit happily on a fi lm mixer’s trolley or over 
a documentary recordist’s shoulder. They’re all mixers 
that look like they have been built to make a serious 
attempt on the World Record for ‘features-per-fi ngertip’, 
while simultaneously conforming to mechanical 
specifi cations demanded by Anakin Skywalker and 
capable of surviving the rigours of travelling to galaxies 
far, far away. And into this family of light-heavyweight 
mixers, dove-tail the Recorders. Innovative they are; 
light they are — as Yoda himself, might have said.

Sound Devices’ 7-series hard-disk recorders are 
available as the 2-track 722 and the 4-track 744 
and they brought about several industry fi rsts. Up 
until the introduction of the 7-series, location hard 

disk recorders had been large, reasonably ugly 
and frankly, cumbersome. The 7-series models 
are compact yet robust, rigidly constructed from 
aluminium and stainless steel; they write and play 
16 or 24-bit audio fi les at all sampling rates up to 
192kHz, record uncompressed PCM audio in .WAV or 
.BWF format, mono or poly fi les, record compressed 
MP3 audio at 64, 128, 192, 256 or 320kbps, use 
FireWire technology for their high-speed data transfer, 
weigh less than their rivals at 1.2kg naked, carry an 
onboard charger for their light and inexpensive Sony 
Li-ion camcorder-style batteries; and are capable of 
writing simultaneously to a FAT32 hard-disk and 

to the cheaper back-up medium of type I and II 
CompactFlash. They make a logical replacement for 
DAT recorders and — joy of joys — they are cheaper 
than their serious rivals.

Now there are two new additions to the 7-series 
— the 2-track 702 and 702T — good-looking, almost-
identical twins, differentiated from each other by the 
timecode capability designated by the T suffi x and from 
their older siblings by writing only to CompactFlash. 

The 702 (UK£1895 +VAT) is without doubt a 
well-priced entry-level stereo CF recorder of quality; 
while the oh-so-useful timecode additions from the 
Ambient modifi cations are what otherwise differentiate 
the 702T from the 722 and mean that now there are 
timecode versions of the 2 and 4-track machines. But 
what other signifi cant differences are there between the 
new 702/702T and the 722, other than the absence of 
that hard-disk? Very little, as it happens and with the 
CompactFlash 702T being the same price as the non-
timecode dual hard-disk/CompactFlash 722 Sound 
Devices has provided a twin-track choice: the utility of 
timecode or the comfort of dual recording.

Now as a recordist you certainly could make a 
successful, cheaper pairing of 4-channel mixer and 
2-channel recorder. For instance, my excellent Audio 
Developments 261 MS mixer interfaces nicely with 
anything I’ve ever needed it to; but these Sound 
Devices products are so suited to each other that their 
purity and purpose of design brings about a feeling of 
supreme confi dence: two well-designed and stylish 
halves working seamlessly together.

Neither the 702 or the 702T have the 7,200rpm 
of a hard disk, but they signify a real revolution in 
the industry: soon, very soon, we may at last see 
an integration that becomes the properly designed 
mixeRcorder; equipment that is fi t-for-purpose rather 
than being a hybrid of two disparate units, a pairing 
predominantly strong in just one of its capabilities.

Single-sector manufacturers in the mid-West 
Midlands please hear the call because my full-scale 
map of Walsall Wood takes up much less apartment 
space than the one I have for Wisconsin. ■
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Both versions of the 702 share the same silent, balanced, input preamps, bomb-proof limiters and 
rainbow-metering of the sound Devices mixers.

You still need both the mixer and the recorder in your arsenal, if you need to get the job done 
thoroughly.

Released in september, Version 2.0 software 
for the 7-series recorders adds real time 
recording to external FireWire storage 
drives, programming and control of the cl-1 
remote control and keyboard interface, faster 
FireWire transfer speeds, and numerous fi le 
management and metadata additions.

all 7-series recorders can now record to 
internal and external drives simultaneously with 
no need to wait for a postrecord mirror, plus 
fi les can be played back and verifi ed before 
turning them in to postproduction. 702 and 
702T recorders can record to compactFlash 
and external FireWire drives; 722 and 744T 
recorders can record to compactFlash, internal 
hard drive, or external FireWire drives. either 
hard drive or DVD-RaM in FaT32 format can be 
used as external storage volumes. Users of 722 
and 744T models have triple redundancy for 
mission-critical applications and recorders also gain the ability to play back from any of the recording 
destinations, a capability not found in other portable digital recorders.
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sound Devices 702T
Displaying the same ergonomics and stunning designs as the company’s original recorders, 

sound Devices is now offering an entry level compactFlash machine with timecode. 

neil HillMan is once again mightily impressed.




